PHP Cookbook: Solutions and Examples for PHP Programmers

When it comes to creating dynamic web
sites, the open source PHP language is
red-hot property: used on more than 20
million web sites today, PHP is now more
popular than Microsofts ASP.NET
technology. With our Cookbooks unique
format, you can learn how to build
dynamic web applications that work on any
web browser. This revised new edition
makes it easy to find specific solutions for
programming challenges.PHP Cookbook
has a wealth of solutions for problems that
youll face regularly. With topics that range
from beginner questions to advanced web
programming techniques, this guide
contains practical examples -- or recipes -for anyone who uses this scripting
language to generate dynamic web content.
Updated for PHP 5, this book provides
solutions that explain how to use the new
language features in detail, including the
vastly
improved
object-oriented
capabilities and the new PDO data access
extension. New sections on classes and
objects are included, along with new
material on processing XML, building web
services with PHP, and working with
SOAP/REST architectures. With each
recipe, the authors include a discussion that
explains the logic and concepts underlying
the solution.

Buy PHP Cookbook: Solutions & Examples for PHP Programmers 3 by David Sklar, Adam Trachtenberg (ISBN:
9781449363758) from Amazons Book Store.The PHP Cookbook is a collection of problems, solutions, and practical
examples for PHP programmers. The book contains a unique and extensive collection ofWant to understand a certain
PHP programming technique? Or learn how to accomplish a particular task? This cookbook is the first place to look.
With more thanWant to understand a certain PHP programming technique? Or learn how to accomplish a particular
task? This cookbook is the first place to look. With more thanEditorial Reviews. About the Author. David Sklar is a
Distinguished Engineer at Ning, part of Glam Media. Inaddition to PHP Cookbook, he is the author ofPrevious edition:
Farnham: OReilly, es index.On Jan 1, 2006 David Sklar (and others) published: PHP cookbook - solutions and examples
for PHP programmers: covers PHP 5 (2. ed.). Want to understand a certain PHP programming technique? Or learn how
to accomplish a particular task? This cookbook is the first place to The NOOK Book (eBook) of the PHP Cookbook:
Solutions & Examples for PHP Programmers by David Sklar, Adam Trachtenberg at Barnes GitHub is where people
build software. More than 28 million people use GitHub to discover, fork, and contribute to over 85 million projects.
The PHP Cookbook should be on every PHP programmers bookshelf. Its an excellent desktop reference that provides
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quick solutions to common problems. into code examples will be right at home with the PHP Cookbook.Title PHP
Cookbook: Solutions and Examples for PHP Programmers Author(s) David Sklar, Adam Trachtenberg Publisher:
OReilly Media 2 edition (August 1,web-specific focus carries over to the recipes and examples in the PHP Cookbook.
This book is a collection of solutions to common tasks in PHP. Weve for everyday PHP programmers as well as for
people coming to PHP with experience.
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